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With a skull and crossbones flag flying high through the air, a group of daring
pirates navigated their ship through the stormy sea towards a distant island.
Through the mist before them lay the land they had dreamt of, Treasure Island.
Treasure Island was rumored to have dozens of pirate treasure chests buried
beneath its sandy beaches for all to find or to die trying. The captain of this ship
was determined to find treasure, even if it meant death.
As the pirate ship entered a hidden bay, the heavy sea subsided. The ship's
captain, Brutus Johnson, ordered the anchor to be dropped and the pirates to
paddle the long boats to the island shore. The boats were lowered and the pirates
descended on cargo nets. There was "Scurvy" Pete and "Peg-leg" Thomas in the
first boat with "Big John" Thumb and Mr. Chimney following behind them in the
second boat. "Tiny" Kim, the scallywag, jumped aboard another skiff with the
captain and "Cabin Boy" Bob as the group of pirates set off in search of the island's
treasure.
The three boats were quickly rowed to shore. After they pulled their boats up on
the sandy beach, Captain Johnson located his treasure map and studied the map
and the island's landscape. "It says here that we must take thirty paces to the north
from Friar Rock."
The pirates walked for hours and finally found a large rock that resembled a man
wearing a robe. From the north side of the giant rock, they paced off thirty steps
and reached a crooked, dead tree. Cabin Boy Bob looked at the map. "This must
be Deadman's Tree. The map says to climb the tree and look to the west."
"Climb the tree and tell us what you see, Tiny Kim," said Scurvy Pete.
"I don't see anything but a cone-shaped mountain," Tiny Kim reported from the
tree's highest branch.
"The volcano, we found it! That's what we've been searching for," the captain
responded excitedly.
Once inside the extinct volcano, the pirates followed the map and led themselves
through a dark tunnel to a large cave. Lining the sides of the cave, the pirates found
several old trunks with heavy locks keeping them closed. With the report from a
pistol echoing, a lock was shot off one of the trunks, and the lid was lifted. Inside
the trunk, the pirates found thousands of shiny, gold medallions.
"Yes," said Captain Johnson, "the life of a pirate has paid off for me!"
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